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Instabilities and Taylor dispersion in isothermal binary thin fluid films
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Experiments with glycerol-water thin films flowing down an inclined plane reveal a localized
instability that is primarily three dimensional. These transient structures, referred to as “dimples,”
appear initially as nearly isotropic depressions on the interface. A linear stability analysis of a binary
mixture model in which barodiffusive effects dominate over thermophoresis 共i.e., the Soret effect兲
reveals unstable modes when the components of the mixture have different bulk densities and
surface tensions. This instability occurs when Fickian diffusion and Taylor dispersion effects are
small, and is driven by solutalcapillary stresses arising from gradients in concentration of one
component, across the depth of the film. Qualitative comparison between the experiments and the
linear stability results over a wide range of parameters is presented. © 2008 American Institute of
Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.3005453兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Beginning with the fundamental experiments of Kapitza
and Kapitza,1,2 interfacial phenomena on thin falling liquid
films have continually inspired scientific curiosity 共see, e.g.,
Refs. 3–5 and, more recently, Refs. 6 and 7兲. The progression
of traveling-wave solutions, uniform in the spanwise direction but unstable to long-wave three-dimensional disturbances, has been investigated experimentally using
mixtures.3–5 Mixtures provide a convenient way to vary the
material properties of the film and to understand how pattern
formation depends on these properties. However, the majority of these experiments are conducted either along a vertical
plane, or are driven by a weak hydrostatic jump near the
inlet. Furthermore, the mixture is generally expected to be
well mixed so that gradients in material properties, such as
surface tension, are absent.
Onsager8,9 derived a comprehensive derivation of general reciprocity relations that must be satisfied in order for
time reversibility to hold. These relations covered a wide
range of physical phenomena, including cases involving binary mixtures. A more comprehensive review of the classical
development can be found in the text by de Groot and
Mazur.10 It was from this development that Landau and
Lifshitz11 formulated a model where the mass flux of one
mixture component in a second depends not only on Fickian
diffusion but also on temperature and pressure gradients. The
sensitivity of mass transport to temperature differences has
been well established, but its dependence on pressure differences, to the best of our knowledge, has not been as carefully
considered. As described in Ref. 11, in cases where fluid
flows are not driven, barodiffusion effects are subdominant
a兲
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compared to thermophoresis effects. However, Landau and
Lifshitz do note that mass transport due to pressure differences can be enhanced when the mixture is driven.
The presence of flow significantly modifies the rate of
diffusion of a solute within a solvent. The phenomenon of
Taylor dispersion 共see Taylor12,13兲 was originally found in the
diffusion of solute in a solution flowing through a thin tube.
If the flow profile is the same as Hagen–Poiseuille flow, Taylor discovered that the disturbance concentration of the solute in the solution behaves according to a modified diffusion
equation,

Ct =

再

冎

Pe
1
Cxx ,
+
Pe 192

where x is a frame of reference moving with the average flow
velocity and Pe is the Peclet number of the solution. The first
term is the modified diffusion coefficient corresponding to
classical Fickian diffusion, while the latter measures the dispersion of the solute due to the advection in the flow. This
result led to the efficient measurement of the diffusion coefficient between solutes and solvents.14 We note that, although
Fickian processes are isotropic, Taylor dispersion of solute in
a solvent acts only in the direction of the flow.
Starting from the formulations of Eckhart in 1940,15
Cahn and Hilliard16 used a binary mixture formulation along
with the Korteweg tensor to model excess pressure effects
local to diffuse interfaces. Interest in model representations
of binary mixtures grew in the 1990s. Joseph17 first proposed
the notion of quasi-incompressibility in binary mixtures
whose components have different bulk densities. Extensions
of this model appeared contemporaneously by Anderson et
al.18 and Lowengrub and Truskinovsky19 who focused on the
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Experimental
images showing variation in dimple
size. Images are ordered from left to
right with 5 s intervals between each
frame. The water volume fraction is
 = 0.3, and the inclination angle is ␣
= 20°.

development of interfacial theories proposed initially in Ref.
16. Additional studies of binary mixtures include Refs.
20–24. This potentially bewildering array of models is made
possible by the fact that multiple mathematical formulations
both conserve energy and ensure that entropy strictly
increases.
The focus of current research in this field relates to
temperature-driven segregation of mixtures, called thermophoresis or the Soret effect. This effect couples the mass
transport and thermal transport of the fluid. Some recent examples of work in this area center on Marangoni–Rayleigh–
Bénard convection25–29 and the impact of these effects in
modeling the behavior of nanofluids.30 However, considerably less attention has been dedicated to isothermal instabilities of binary mixtures.
Figure 1 shows a series of photos illustrating the novel
instability addressed herein. As the fluid flows down the incline 共from top to bottom in each frame兲, we observe the
formation of “dimples:” three-dimensional instabilities that
appear ab initio in binary mixtures. The details of the experiments are described in Sec. II. Section III describes the lubrication model based on the approach by Lowengrub and
Truskinovsky19 which results in two coupled evolution equations for the film in the zero Reynolds number limit, describing the interfacial evolution and the local mean concentration
of one fluid component. Section IV presents a linear stability
analysis of this model, and describes the instability in terms
of the product of a barodiffusion coefficient, a difference in
specific volume, and a Marangoni number. We discuss the
conditions under which this instability may be present, along
with the dependence of the wavenumber of the most dangerous mode on inclination angle and Peclet number. Predictions of this model are consistent with reported experimental
results. This comparison is discussed in our Sec. V.

series of preliminary experiments, we used a pump to transport the mixture from the drainage tank back into the source
tank at the top of the inclined region to maintain a constant
pressure head. The fluid, however, acquired debris from the
pump over time and the level of particulation appeared to be
important in the onset of the observed instability. Furthermore, the pump was found to heat the fluid, establishing
temperature gradients in the mixture. In order to avoid these
effects, we removed the pump and simplified the experiment
to the one shown in Fig. 2.
To record the local thickness profile of the film over
time, we utilize a fluorescence imaging system developed by
Liu et al.3 The mixture consisted of water and Acros Organic
99% synthetic glycerol. The fluid is then doped with a small
1
g / l兲 which fluoresces under
concentration of fluorescein 共 16
ultraviolet illumination. The composition of the mixture is
defined by water volume fraction which varies from  = 0 to
 = 1. Water and glycerol have different indices of refraction,
so any sharp concentration gradients are visually detectable.
No quantitative measurement was made to resolve the mixing concentrations further. The water and glycerol were
stirred using a magnetic bar stir until all fluorescein was
dissolved and no concentration gradients were observed. Solutions stored for longer than a few hours were remixed before use. The respective physical properties of water and
glycerol are shown in Table I. For sufficiently thin films 共1
mm or thinner兲, we find a linear relationship between intensity and film thickness given by
I共x,y,t兲 = KI0共x,y兲h共x,y,t兲,

共1兲

where I0共x , y兲 describes the illumination field as a function of
UV source positioning and K is a constant. The function
I0共x , y兲 is measured for a stable film. To determine K, a vessel with known cross-sectional area is filled with known volumes of fluid and imaged.

II. EXPERIMENT

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the flow apparatus. A
mixture of glycerol and water is manually loaded into the
upper reservoir to a specified height H. It is then driven by
gravity through a 3 cm long channel underneath a gate, adjustable from 0 to 1 cm in height, and emerges onto a film
plane 100 cm long and 10 cm wide. The experimental apparatus is supported by two ring stands which adjust the plate
to an inclination angle ␣. For all experimental data presented
here, the gate height was set to 0.5 mm.31 An experimental
run consists of filling the upper reservoir to a height of 8 cm
and allowing the fluid to drain to a height of 2 cm. On average, it took ⬃7 min to complete an experimental run, during
which time the flow rate decreased slowly. We note that, in a
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the falling thin film flow apparatus with variable
inclination angle ␣, showing the manually variable gate used to control film
height and the measurement method based on fluorescent imaging.
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TABLE I. Physical properties of pure substances used in the mixture. The
volume fraction  = 0 corresponds to pure glycerol and  = 1 to pure water.
Glycerol properties were obtained from the manufacturer 共Acros Organics兲.

Density
Surface tension
Viscosity

Water
共 = 1兲

Glycerol
共 = 0兲

w = 1 g / cm3
␥w = 72 dynes/ cm
w = 0.89 cP

g = 1.261 g / cm3
␥g = 64 dynes/ cm
g = 1069 cP

After a flowing film is established on the inclined plane,
small transient localized depressions are observed scattered
across the film surface. These depressions, referred to as
“dimples,” are reminiscent of the surface of a puddle during
a rainstorm 共see Fig. 1兲 with the exception that no driving
mechanisms 共such as raindrops兲 are readily evident. Figure 3
shows the results of fluorescence imaging of individual
dimples. The figure reveals that the initial shape of the
dimple is conical with a length to width aspect ratio of about
2:1. This aspect ratio changes rapidly during its initial nonlinear evolution, and is slightly modified during relaxation.
High speed imaging shows that formation occurs on a time
scale approximately ten times faster than relaxation. The interfacial profile in the plane along the centerline of the
dimple is shown in Fig. 4. From this figure, we can estimate
the error in our experimental technique using the magnitude
of the oscillations that appear before and after the dimple.
Observed dimples range in size from 1 to 20 mm in
diameter and exist for ⬃0.1– 1.5 s. Since the instability time
scale is much smaller than the transient behavior in the overall flow, we consider the global flow to be quasistatic with
respect to the instability. Due to limitations of the optical
equipment, we are not able to resolve dimples smaller than 3
mm in diameter. The variation in size is roughly illustrated in
Fig. 1, which shows the distribution of dimples in several
images from one experimental run.
In Fig. 5, we show the locations of dimple formation
over the entire pitch of the plate for ten experimental runs
carried out under identical experimental conditions. The majority of dimples appear near the gate region. The slight increase in dimple concentration at the bottom of this image is
due to improved resolution near the lower portion of the
graph and reflects the location of the light source. Notice,
however, that the dimples do not preferably form at any par-

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Experimentally measured cross-sectional profile
1
of a typical dimple during formation at 30 s intervals for ␣ = 20° and 
1
= 0.4. 共b兲 Two dimensional profile of same dimple during dissipation at 3 s
intervals. Lateral peak movement is due to flow advection.

ticular location, suggesting that plate imperfections are not a
driving factor in dimple formation.
Dimples were only observed in binary mixtures—they
were not observed in experimental trials involving pure water or pure glycerol. In order to understand the influence of
the water volume fraction on the frequency of dimpling, several experiments were carried out using solutions characterized by water volume fractions of  = 0.4,  = 0.5, and 
= 0.6. It is important to note that a change in  simultaneously affects the concentration, viscosity, surface tension,
and density of the mixture.
Several experimental trials were conducted to rule out
potential mechanisms for dimple formation. We considered
the possibility that shear forces in the film were causing a
buildup of charge in the fluid itself or on the substrate. Such
nonuniform charge distributions could lead to local deformations of the interface. However, when the channel and the
collection reservoir were coated with a conductive material
and grounded, dimples were still observed. We also observe
a random distribution of the dimples across the plate, suggesting that liquid-solid interaction energy 共and its spatial
dependence on local inhomogeneities in the substrate兲 is not
a source of instability. Finally, the film thicknesses at which
dimples are observed 共on the order of a millimeter兲 are orders of magnitude too thick for van der Waals forces to be
significant.
The frequency of dimples also appears to depend on the
flow rate of the film. As the reservoir drains, the rate of the
appearance of this instability decreases with decreasing the
flow rate. This suggests that the presence of a sufficient flow
field is important in the development of these structures.

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 共Top兲 Threedimensional profile of a typical dimple
1
during formation at 60 s intervals for
␣ = 20° and  = 0.4. Notice the dimple’s 2:1 length to width aspect ratio.
共Bottom兲 Three-dimensional profile of
a typical dimple during relaxation at
1
6 s intervals for ␣ = 20° and  = 0.4.
The aspect ratio deformation is due to
flow advection. The shades of gray indicate films thickness. The spectrum
bar units are in millimeters.
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Finally, we assume that the surface tension can be written in the form

␥共C兲 = ␥1 + 共␥2 − ␥1兲共1 − C兲.
Note that in the experiment, surface reagents are known to
exist in the manufacture of glycerol. These reagents remain
attached to the glycerol proper, and need not be modeled
separately from the distribution of glycerol. The presence of
these reagents would simply change the value of ␥1 in our
expression for surface tension.
To model conservation of mass, momentum, and water
mass fraction, we use the following expressions, found in
Lowengrub and Truskinovsky:19
FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Spatial locations of dimple formations over ten 4 min
runs. The dashed region is the focus of our linear stability analysis.



DC
 1 2
=
ⵜ · u,
Dt 2 − 1

共3兲

III. LUBRICATION MODEL



Du
= − ⵜp + g + ⵜ · 兵共ⵜu + ⵜuT兲其,
Dt

共4兲



DC
= − ⵜ · J,
Dt

共5兲

In light of the fact that a binary mixture is required to
drive the instability and the lack of any significant temperature gradients in our system, we propose a model that includes the effects of pressure gradients in the mass transport
of solute. This effect, called barodiffusion by Landau and
Lifschiz,11 is usually masked by the Soret effect when temperature fluctuations are present. The effect is pertinent when
the densities of the component fluids are different 共see Refs.
17–19兲. Hydrostatic pressure within the film triggers this barodiffusive effect and establishes a concentration gradient
normal to the inclined plane. If one of the components contains surface active agents, then these concentration gradients
can lead to surface-tension gradients in the film. In this work,
we show that instabilities occur when the stabilizing effects
of Fickian diffusion and Taylor dispersion are small, and that
the instability is primarily three dimensional. We anticipate
that the critical requirement for this instability to occur is the
presence of a vertical concentration gradient of the component fluids. Barodiffusion, used here, is one potential mechanism that can be exploited to create such a gradient, but other
mechanisms 共such as evaporation32兲 may be possible.
Consider the motion of an isothermal thin liquid film of
a two component fluid flowing down an inclined plane. The
components have different bulk densities, 1 , 2 and different
surface tensions in their pure phases, ␥1 , ␥2. To compare the
results of our model with the experiment, we associate quantities with subscript 1 with glycerol and those with 2 with the
bulk values for water. We note that if we have a particular
mass fraction of glycerol C in the mixture then we can represent the density as
1
1 1
= C + 共1 − C兲.
 1
2
In the following, the kinematic viscosity of the mixture is
determined by the relation found in Ref. 33,
ln  = X ln w + 共1 − X兲ln g + GX共1 − X兲,

共2兲

where X is the molar fraction of water and G is an empirically determined parameter.

where u = 共u , w兲 is the fluid velocity of the mixture, g is the
gravitational vector, and  is the dynamic viscosity of the
mixture which depends on the local concentration. The first
two equations represent conservation of mass and momentum, respectively, of the mixture; the final equation reflects
mass conservation for one of the components. The mass flux
J depends on solutal diffusion of the water and on the local
pressure variation

再

J = − D ⵜC −

冉

1 1 
关ⵜp兴
Po   C

冊冎

,

共6兲

where Po is the ambient pressure. The coefficient in front of
the pressure gradient in Eq. 共6兲 is called the barodiffusion
coefficient.11 For glycerol in water, we use the value of the
diffusion coefficient as D ⬇ 10−4 cm2 / s. This value was not
measured for our particular system, but the estimate falls
within the range for typical glycerol products 共e.g., see Ref.
34兲.
The form of this mass flux shows the driving mechanism
of the instability. Formally, if we substitute Eq. 共6兲 into Eq.
共5兲, we find that



DC
= D兵ⵜ · 关 ⵜ C兴其 + B兵ⵜ · 关 ⵜ p兴其.
Dt

Hence, if pressure gradients are nonuniform spatially, then
segregation in the concentration field C can occur on a scale
determined by the coupling coefficient B. The analysis below
focuses on values of B that are small.
We note that the focus of Ref. 19 centered on using a
mixture theory, along with additional Korteweg stresses,
which depend on sharp density variations to describe added
normal stresses found in the interfacial region between two
fluids. The interfacial length scales in question are on the
order of tens of nanometers. Since the smallest length scale
in our problem is on the order of tens of microns, we neglect
the Korteweg stress terms a priori in the modeling. One can
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formally show that these effects are higher order in the
asymptotic analysis below.
Along the plate, the no-slip boundary condition is applied along with no mass flux: u = 0, J · k = 0 at z = 0. At the
free surface z = h共x , t兲, we assume that the kinematic boundary condition applies, shear stress along the film is balanced
by surface-tension gradients, normal stress is balanced by
capillary forces, and there is no mass flux across the interface

However, Pe⫽ 0, so we retain advection in the solute equation.
The rescaled boundary conditions at z = 0 become
u=w=0

关cz + pz +  cos ␣兴 = 0

and at the free surface, z = h共x , t兲:
ht + uhx = w,

ht + uhx − w = 0,

共7兲

共uz + ⑀2wx兲共1 − ⑀2h2x 兲 − 4⑀2uxhx = ⑀ M关cx + hxcz兴N,

t · T · n = ⵜ␥ · t,

共8兲

n · T · n = ␥ ,

共9兲

2⑀
2
− p − ⑀共ux + wz兲 + 2 兵wz共1 − ⑀2h2x 兲 − hx共uz + ⑀2wx兲其
3
N

共10兲

J · n = 0,
where T is the stress tensor
T = − 共p +

2
3

ⵜ · u兲I + 共ⵜu + ⵜu 兲.
T

We apply the following scales to nondimensionalize the
system near the mean concentration C = Co:
关x兴 = L ⬅ 冑␥o/共og兲,
关u,w兴 = 共U, ⑀U兲,

关z兴 = H,

关t兴 = L/U,

关兴 = o = 共Co兲,

关p兴 = ogH,

where L is the capillary length, ␥o = ␥共Co兲 is the surface tension at the concentration Co, ⑀ = H / L Ⰶ 1 is the aspect ratio of
the film height to the capillary length, and U = gH2 / o is the
characteristic velocity scale. This scaling is applied to Eqs.
共3兲–共10兲 共see Appendix for details兲. The barodiffusion term is
balanced with the remaining terms in the single component
mass conservation equation using
1
=
,
2
1 + ⑀ Vc共x,z,t兲

C = Co + ⑀ c共x,z,t兲,
2

which leads to the following scaled equations 共the terms up
to O共⑀2兲 are retained兲

⑀2V共c兲兵ct + ucx + wcz其 = ux + wz ,

共11兲

0 = − ⑀ px + 共c兲sin ␣
+ 兵共uz兲z + ⑀2关共ux兲x + 31 共共共ux + wz兲兲x兲兴其 ,

共12兲

0 = − pz − 共c兲cos ␣
+ ⑀兵共wz兲z + 31 共共ux + wz兲z兲 + ⑀2共wx兲x其 ,

⑀共c兲关ct + u · ⵜc兴 =

共13兲

1
兵关共c兲cz兴z + ␤V关共c兲pz兴z其
Pe
+

⑀2
兵共共c兲cx兲x + ␤V关共c兲px兴x其, 共14兲
Pe

Here V = o共1 / 1 − 1 / 2兲 measures the difference in specific
volumes of the two components, Pe= UH / D = gH3 / 共oD兲 is
the Peclet number of the mixture, and ⑀2␤ = ogH / Po , ␤
= O共1兲 is the ratio of the hydrostatic pressure of the mixture
to the ambient pressure. In the following we have assumed
negligible inertial effects, i.e., we consider Re= gH3 / 2o Ⰶ ⑀.

共15兲

共16兲

hxx
,
N3

共17兲

兵共cz − ⑀2hxcx兲 + ␤V共pz − ⑀2 pxhx兲其 = 0,

共18兲

= 共1 + ⑀2Mc兲

where N = 冑1 + ⑀2h2x and M = 共␥1 − ␥2兲 / 共␥o兲 is the Marangoni
parameter.35 Note that for glycerol and water, V ⬍ 0 and M
⬍ 0.
To solve this system, we use lubrication theory. Let us
assume that all of the remaining dimensionless groups are
O共1兲. We expand
u = u o + ⑀ u 1 + ⑀ 2u 2 + ¯ ,
w = w o + ⑀ w 1 + ⑀ 2w 2 + ¯ ,
c = c o + ⑀ c 1 + ⑀ 2c 2 + ¯ ,
p = po + ⑀ p1 + ⑀2 p2 + ¯ .
The equations and boundary conditions above can be
solved to find velocities, pressures, and concentrations to order ⑀ which are given in Appendix. It is useful to note that
the single component conservation equation becomes coz
= −␤Vpoz = ␤V cos ␣, which gives co = z␤V cos ␣ + c̄o共x , t兲,
showing that hydrostatics does indeed induce a concentration
gradient in the film. Physically, the leading-order disturbance
concentration can be decomposed into two terms: The first
corresponds to the effects of barodiffusion, while the second
corresponds to an unknown average disturbance concentration. Note that each correction to the disturbance concentration has a component that is independent of z, since the mass
flux of the component is zero along the plate and the free
surface. The goal of the analysis that follows is to find the
evolution equation for this average disturbance concentration, which depends on the local interfacial shape. Combining conservation of mass with the velocities, and using Eq.
共A7兲 in the Appendix, we arrive at the following equation for
the evolution of the film thickness:
ht + h2hx sin ␣ + ⑀
+M

再

h3
关hxxx − cos ␣hx兴
3

h2
关c̄x + ␤Vhx cos ␣兴
2

冎

= O共⑀2兲.

共19兲

x

which for ␤ = 0 reduces to the standard solutalcapillarity interfacial equation.
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Equation 共20兲 must be coupled with an evolution equation for concentration, c̄. To find the equation of motion for
the concentration c̄1, we need to consider Eq. 共14兲 at O共⑀2兲.
Integrating Eq. 共14兲 from z = 0 to z = h we find
1
1
关c2z + ␤V共p2z兲兴兩ho + 关hc̄oxx + hpoxx兴
Pe
Pe
=

冕

h

c1t + uoc1x + woc1zdz

o

+

再

冎

h2
h3
关− pox兴M 关c̄ox + ␤Vhx cos ␣兴 c̄ox
2
3

and

冕

h

c1t + uoc1x + woc1zdz

0

=−

7
␤V sin2 ␣关共h4hx兲x兴
24

+

Pe␤V sin2 ␣ cos ␣
兵2h7hxx − 161h6h2x 其
3024

−

Pe sin ␣
兵121h7c̄oxx − 238h6hxc̄ox其.
7560

A discussion of the different terms in Eq. 共20兲 is useful
here. The first term on the right hand side corresponds to the
barodiffusion component, resulting from the woc1z term. The
second term corresponds to the advection induced by the
inhomogeneous term in Eq. 共A6兲. The final, stabilizing term
arises from Taylor dispersion in a nonuniform film with zero
shear stress along the free surface. Note that these effects are
acting only in the x-direction and are due to the presence of
the base-state flow. To extend this study to higher dimensions, we note that capillarity, solutalcapillarity, and Fickian
diffusion are isotropic processes, and the spatial derivative
terms in Eq. 共20兲 for these processes are represented by ⵜ in
the three-dimensional extension below 共analogous to a similar extension of a Benney formulation of a single component
thin film to three dimensions found in Ref. 36兲. Further, we
collect the c̄1 terms with the c̄o terms and drop the bar notation for the z independent component of the disturbance concentration field 共i.e., c̄ = c̄o + ⑀c̄1兲 at leading order. We find the
final depth averaged governing equations for film thickness
and concentration,
ht + h2hx sin ␣ + ⑀ ⵜ ·

2

ct +

共20兲

+M

再冋

h3
ⵜ 关ⵜ2h − cos ␣h兴
3

h2
ⵜ 关c + ␤Vh cos ␣兴
2

再

册冎

共21兲

= 0,

冎

␤Vh2hx sin 2␣
h
h2
h2
sin ␣cx −
ⵜ 关ⵜ2h − h cos ␣兴 + M ⵜ 关c + ␤Vh cos ␣兴 · ⵜc
=−⑀
3
3
2
12
+⑀

Pe sin2 ␣
7␤V sin2 ␣ 3
兵121h6cxx − 238h5hxcx其 + ⑀
兵h hxx + 4h2h2x 其
7560
24
Taylor dispersion

−⑀

Pe␤V sin2 ␣ cos ␣
⑀
兵2h6hxx − 161h5h2x 其 +
ⵜ · 兵h ⵜ c + ␤V关h ⵜ po兴其.
3024
hPe
共22兲

Fickian diffusion

IV. LINEAR STABILITY THEORY

We consider the linear stability of the exact solution to
Eqs. 共21兲 and 共22兲, h = 1, and c = 0, using a standard normalmode analysis. Assume a deviation of this base state of the
form

冉

h共x,y,t兲
c共x,y,t兲

冊 冉冊
=

1
0

+␦

冉冊
Ĥ
Ĉ

et+ik·x ,

共23兲

where ␦ Ⰶ 1 is an infinitesimally small amplitude,  is the
growth rate of the disturbance, k = 共kx , ky兲 is the wavenumber
vector, and x = 共x , y兲 is the spatial location along the plate.
We assume disturbances that are 2-periodic in both x and y.

Applying form 共23兲 to the system of Eqs. 共21兲 and 共22兲
and keeping only terms that are linear in ␦ leads to the following algebraic system:

冢

 + ia11 + ⑀b11

⑀b12

i
␤V兵ia21 + ⑀b21其  + a11 + ⑀b22
3

冣冉 冊 冉 冊
Ĥ

=

Ĉ

0
0

,

共24兲

where the coefficients a11 , b12 , b21 , b22 are given by
a11 = kx sin ␣ ,

再 冋冉

b11 = 兩k兩2

冊

兩k兩2
1 ␤VM
cos ␣ +
−
3
3
2

册冎

,
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b12 = −

M 2
兩k兩 ,
2

a21 = −

kx sin 2␣
,
12

b21 =
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再
+

再

when both Taylor dispersion and Fickian diffusion effects are
small. Note that the eigenvector associated with c, 共Ĥc , Ĉc兲,
has a component for which Ĥc ⫽ 0. Hence, even though the
instability arises due to changes in the concentration field,
the interfacial response need not be zero.
We note that for values of ␤ MV ⬎ 2 / 3 the density mismatch of the bulk component fluids and solutocapillarity are
sufficiently strong to overcome the stabilizing effects of hydrostatic pressure in the interfacial Eq. 共21兲. Since this effect
is not seen in our experiments, we use the following as an
upper bound on ␤:

Pe k2x sin2 ␣ cos ␣
7 2 2
kx sin ␣ −
24
1512

冎

兩k兩2共cos ␣ + 兩k兩2兲
,
Pe

冎

␤VM ⬍ 32 .

兩k兩2
121
Pe k2x sin2 ␣ +
.
b22 =
7560
Pe
Note that a11 , a12, and b22 are positive, and b12 ⬍ 0. However,
b21 can be of either sign, representing the competition between linear barodiffusive effects and the advective terms
induced by the flow and the concentration gradient in z.
To find the dispersion relation, we set the determinant of
the matrix in Eq. 共24兲 to zero, and find the growth rates . It
is instructive, however, to consider first the case with no
barodiffusion, namely, ␤ = 0. In this case, system 共24兲 is upper triangular, and the growth rates are given by the requirement that the diagonal elements vanish,

再 冋

oh = − ⑀ 兩k兩2

oc = − ⑀

再

兩k兩2
1
cos ␣ +
3
3

册冎

− ikx sin ␣ ,

冎

兩k兩2
ikx sin ␣
121
Pe k2x sin2 ␣ +
.
−
7560
Pe
3

共25兲

共26兲

Equation 共25兲 is the standard dispersion relation for a singlephase film falling down an inclined plane.5 Since inertial
effects are neglected, this mode remains stable. Similarly,
Eq. 共26兲 reflects stability through both Fickian diffusion and
Taylor dispersion. Thus the interfacial growth rate oh
evolves independently of the solutal concentration oc.
Let h and c correspond to the growth rates of the
interfacial and of the concentration mode, respectively. Consider the case when ␤ is small, and assume that c = oc
+ ␤1c + ¯. If we then solve for the real part of 1c through
an asymptotic expansion of the dispersion relation for small
␤, we find that
Re共1c兲 =

Vb12
兵ia21 + ⑀b21其
oc − oh

=⑀

再

冎

兩k兩2MV
1 2
k sin ␣ sin 2␣ + O共⑀2兲 .
2
2兩oc − oh兩 18 x

Since M ⬍ 0,V ⬍ 0, the real part of 1 is positive; if we
are near the solutal stability criterion, oc ⬇ 0, the mode of
instability will depend on the solutalcapillarity effect M between the two components of the mixture. Note that this
instability is not present if the components have equal density 共V = 0兲. Thus, if oc is small, with PeⰇ 1 and kx Ⰶ 1, for
example, then barodiffusion can act with solutalcapillarity to
induce an instability. This régime corresponds to the case

We explore how the wavenumber of the maximum
growth rate varies with Pe and with ␤. In Fig. 6 we show the
real part of the growth rate of the disturbance for the concentration mode c. Each subfigure corresponds to a contour
plot with 0 ⱕ kx ⱕ 3 / 2 and 0 ⱕ ky ⱕ 3. We keep V,M fixed as
in Table II. The colors correspond to the growth rate, with
共dark兲 green being stable, 共gray兲 yellow-green being neutrally stable, and 共light兲 yellow being more unstable. Note
that the interfacial mode remains stable for all of the values
of ␤ and Pe considered, and the stability behavior is not
sensitive to these parameters.
However, the stability of the concentration mode shown
in Fig. 6 does depend on the values of ␤ and Pe. For ␤ = 0,
we note that the stability in the x-direction is enhanced by
Taylor dispersion as Pe increases. Increasing Pe reduces the
effect of Fickian diffusion, leading to the elliptical contours
found for Pe= 400. As the barodiffusion coefficient ␤ increases, a mode of instability develops for sufficiently high
Pe. The wavevector of the disturbance 共kx , ky兲 is oblique to
the flow. Due to the symmetry in the y-coordinate, the disturbance with wavenumber 共kx , −ky兲 is also unstable under
the same conditions, thus any superposition of these two unstable modes is itself unstable with the same growth rate.
One example of such a superposition is given in Fig. 7. Note
that the interfacial deflection 共shown by the meshed surface兲
is deformed in a different pattern than is seen in the concentration field shown with the color contour plot along the z
= 0 axis.
To confirm our understanding of the physical onset of
this instability, we explore how the wavenumber of the maximum growth rate varies with Pe and ␤. We consider ␤
= 1 , 2 , 3 and note that the stability depends on the product
␤VM. Hence the instability does not occur for mixtures
which have the same density, even if soluble surface acting
agents are present. Figure 8 共top兲 shows how the growth rate
varies with Pe for ␤ = 1 , 2 , 3. Notice that the instability is
present for Pe⬎ Pec = 41 for ␤ = 1, and for Pe⬎ Pec = 15 for
␤ = 3. In the lower plot in Fig. 8, we show the locus of wavenumbers for the mode with the maximal growth rate. As
Pe→ Pec, the wavenumber of the maximally growing mode
approaches the origin in this plane.
Figure 9 shows the influence of the inclination angle ␣
on the stability properties. From Fig. 9共a兲, we note that the
instability vanishes for sufficiently large angles. The angle at
which this mode restabilizes increases for larger values of ␤.
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FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Contour plot of
the concentration mode Re兵c其 for ␤
= 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 and Pe= 1 , 200, 400. The xand y axes correspond to the x- and
y-component of the wavevector, respectively. Note that M = −1, V = −0.2,
␣ = 10°, and Re= 0.

For sufficiently small values of ␣, we see that the instability
becomes two dimensional, as can be seen in expanded regions, highlighted in the lower graphs of Figs. 9共a兲 and 9共b兲.
Notice that near this region, we can find angles at which the
wavelengths in the x and y direction are comparable. Finally,
we note that as ␣ →  / 2, the x-component of the wavenumber becomes quite small compared the y-component. We
speculate that the disparate aspect ratio of the elliptical form
of the instability may play a role in the formation of rivulets
in multicomponent films.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A. Comparison with experiments

The linear stability analysis of the long-wave model
关共21兲 and 共22兲兴 captures several features which appear in the
experiments. First, we note that the instability appears only
for ␤VM ⫽ 0, and appears to grow more quickly with increasing ␤. This is consistent with the appearance of dimples
in Fig. 5. Due to the hydrostatics of the reservoir, vertical
concentration gradients near the inlet are potentially an order

of magnitude larger than those in the film further down the
pitch. Due to the change in shear stress from under the gate
to the free surface, the interfacial thickness grows to preserve
the volumetric flow rate. Since the vertical velocity is proportional to hx, and the instability is proportional to ␤, the
linear stability theory presented above suggests an unstable
film near the inlet. This result is consistent with the localization of the dimples near the inlet of the film. We expect that
the instability enhances mixing of the solution, resulting in a
restabilization of the film, with vertical concentration gradients dictated by the mean film thickness.
Second, the growth rates predicted in the model are on
the order of 10−4 − 10−3 in dimensionless form. This suggests
growth time scales on the order of 103 − 104. Our time scale
L / U ⬇ 30 s, if we use ⑀ = 0.01 as above. Thus, the times for

TABLE II. Table of dimensionless variables.
Dimensionless
parameter

⑀
Re
Pe
␤
V
M

Definition

Experimental
range

Model
range

H/L
gH3 / 2
gH3 / 共2D兲
ogL2 / 共PoH兲
o共2 − 1兲 / 共共12兲兲
共 ␥ 2 − ␥ 1兲 / ␥ o

10−2 − 10−1
10−4
O共100兲
10−2 − 1
−1 / 5
−1

10−3 − 10−2
0
100–500
1–10
O共1兲
O共1兲

FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 Physical shape of the sum of two oblique waves
共kx , ⫾ ky兲 for the unstable concentration mode. The interfacial shape is
shown in the surface plot 共lines兲, while the concentration field is displayed
in the contour plot along the z = 0 plane. V = −0.2, M = −1, Pe= 200, and ␤
= 3.
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−3

B. Discussion

x 10

An isotropic instability for thin binary fluid mixtures
flowing down an inclined plane under isothermal conditions
is reported. The instability occurs owing to pressure gradients which drive mass fluxes. If the components of the mixture have different densities 共V ⫽ 0兲, these component fluxes
are not equal, driving segregation and hence, gradients in
concentration. Furthermore, if the two components have different surface tensions 共M ⫽ 0兲, gradients in concentration
will lead to Marangoni convection. The instability may be
enhanced by the presence of a glycerol-soluble surface reagent that is present in the manufacture of glycerol.
We propose a model based on solutalcapillarity and barodiffusion of binary mixtures valid in a long-wave regime. A
linear stability analysis of this model lends insight into the
onset of the instability observed in the experiment over a
wide range of parameter values. The key aspects of the instability require that both Fickian diffusion and Taylor dispersion are small, the component fluids have different surface tensions and bulk densities, and that concentration
gradients on the scale of barodiffusive effects are present.
Large Peclet numbers and long waves mitigate Fickian diffusion and Taylor dispersion hence, advection is necessary
for the instability to occur. We note that our analysis is carried out assuming infinitesimal perturbations, and therefore
describes onset, but not the complete evolution of a dimple,
including growth saturation which could be expected due to
nonlinear effects.
Although we have identified a potential mechanism for
the onset of dimples, the form of the dispersion relation suggests that different physical mechanisms could yield a similar instability. For example, the adsorption of water by glycerol may also play a role in developing concentration
gradients of glycerol perpendicular to the plane. The presence of this vertical concentration gradient, regardless of
how it is generated, is a key for the onset of the instability. In
our model, barodiffusion is the mechanism which drives the
formation of this gradient. Other possible mechanisms, such

1
0.5
0
0

100

200

Pe

400

500

1

k

y,max

2

300

0
0

0.5

1

k

1.5

x,max

FIG. 8. 共Color online兲 共Top兲 Growth rate of concentration mode as a function of Pe for V = −0.2, M = −1, Re= 0, and ␣ = 10° for ␤ = 1 共solid curve兲,
␤ = 2 共dashed curve兲, and ␤ = 3 共dashed-dot curve兲. Note that the mode becomes unstable for Pe⬎ Pec. 共Bottom兲 Wavenumber locus 共kx,max , ky,max兲 for
maximally growing concentration mode as a parametric function of Pe for
␤ = 1 , 2 , 3.

an observable instability are quite long. However, the characteristic speed of the concentration mode U / 3 ⬇ 30 m / s,
which translates to an instability occurring within 1 m down
the pitch. This is again on the same order of magnitude as the
experiment if we consider the dimples that appear far from
the inlet 共see the boxed region in Fig. 5兲.
Third, we note that the initial disturbance shown in Fig.
3 evolves to an elliptical shape with the streamwise wavelength Lx ⬎ Ly. This corresponds qualitatively to the linear
stability theory where kx ⬍ ky. Note that the capillary length
scale for our system is around 3 mm, so the dimensional
lengths shown in Fig. 7 correspond to Lx ⬇ 2.5 cm and Ly
⬇ 9 mm. Again, the experimental data shown in Fig. 3 共second frame兲 appear consistent with our model. We note that
spatial-temporal resolution in the experiments is such that we
do not observe dimple translation during its evolution.

−3

(a)

(b)
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FIG. 9. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Growth rate of concentration
mode as a function of ␣ for Pe= 500, V = −0.2, M = −1,
Re= 0, and ␤ = 1 共solid curve兲, ␤ = 2 共dashed curve兲, and
␤ = 3 共dashed-dot curve兲. 共b兲 Wavenumber for maximally growing concentration mode as a function of ␣.
Note that the curves which are larger for ␣ ⬎ 20° correspond to ky,max, while the lower curves in this region
correspond to kx,max. The lower figures of 共a兲 and 共b兲
show the behavior for 0 ⬍ ␣ ⬍ 10°.
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as evaporation or the presence of impurities in the fluid,
could also set up a response that corresponds to dimples. The
possibility that impurities are instigating the instability
would suggest that the observations correspond to a response
to a localized finite-amplitude disturbance of the film. We
leave analyses of this sort for future work.

coz = − ␤Vpoz = ␤V cos ␣ ,
which gives co = z␤V cos ␣ + c̄o共x , t兲. From the normal stress
condition 共17兲 the leading-order pressure is of the form
po共x,z,t兲 = 共h − z兲cos ␣ − hxx .
The leading-order contribution from Eq. 共12兲 gives
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z
uo共x,z,t兲 = − sin ␣ 共z − 2h兲.
2
From conservation of mass 共11兲, we find that
wo = −

At O共⑀兲, we find the following equations from Eq. 共14兲:
1
关c1z + ␤Vp1z兴兩ho =
Pe

APPENDIX: RESCALED EQUATIONS

In this appendix, we present the nondimensionalized
equations and derive the lowest and first-order velocity, pressure, and concentration fields. After applying the scaling and
nondimensionalizing the equations of motion, we find that
Eqs. 共3兲–共5兲 become
V共C兲兵Ct + uCx + wCz其 = ux + wz ,

共A1兲

+ 兵共uz兲z + ⑀2关共ux兲x + 31 共共共ux + wz兲兲x兲兴其 ,

共A2兲

⑀2共C兲Re兵wt + uwx + wwz其
= − pz − 共C兲cos ␣
+ ⑀兵共wz兲z + 31 共共ux + wz兲z兲 + ⑀2共wx兲x其 ,

c̄ot +

册

1
h2
共sin ␣兲 c̄ox = h2hx␤V sin 2␣ .
3
12

共A6兲

⑀2
兵共共C兲Cx兲x + ¯␤V共共C兲px兲x其.
Pe

1
,
1 + ⑀ Vc共x,z,t兲
2

¯␤ = ⑀2␤ .

At leading order, we find from Eqs. 共13兲 and 共14兲 that
cozz + ␤Vpozz = 0.

Since there is no mass flux through the plate z = 0 or through
the interface, we can integrate the conservation of concentration equation once to find

共A7兲

which we shall use below to simplify the next-order corrections 共see Ref. 37 for a single component derivation兲.
To find the correction to the concentration, vertical momentum conservation requires that pz = w1zz = −sin ␣hx, which
gives

再 冋

1
␤Vhx
z2h zh2 z3
c1z =
−
sin ␣ + sin ␣
−
Pe
3
6
Pe
2
+

We assume that the concentration C is close to an equilibrium value Co, and that deviations from this concentration
are proportional to the barodiffusive effect. Since ¯␤ = O共⑀2兲
by comparing hydrostatics with the ambient environment
pressure, we let

poz = − cos ␣,

冋

1
兵关共C兲Cz兴z + ¯␤V关共C兲pz兴z其
Pe

=

共A5兲

c̄ot + uoc̄ox + wocozdz,

o

Note that in addition that the kinematic boundary condition
becomes

共A3兲

共A4兲

C = Co + ⑀2c共x,z,t兲,

h

ht + h2hx sin ␣ = O共⑀兲,

= − ⑀ px + 共C兲sin ␣

+

冕

which, to conserve mass at z = 0 and z = h, require

⑀共C兲Re兵ut + uux + wuz其

⑀共C兲关Ct + u · ⵜC兴 =

z2
共hx sin ␣兲.
2

册冎

c̄ox

␤V sin 2␣hx 2
共h z − z3兲,
12

so
c1 = c̄1共x,t兲 + ␤Vhx sin ␣z −
+

冋

Pe sin ␣
关z共z − 2h兲兴2c̄ox
24

册

␤V sin 2␣hx 2 2 z4
hz −
.
2
24

共A8兲

From the O共⑀兲 correction term to the x-momentum Eq.
共12兲 we find that
u1 = 共pox兲

z共z − 2h兲
+ Mz关c̄ox + ␤Vhx cos ␣兴.
2

共A9兲

Note that the conservation of mass Eq. 共11兲 is used to
find w1, which includes variations of c with respect to time,
w1 = − 关poxx兴

z2
z2
z3
+ 关hpox兴x − Mc̄oxx .
2
2
6

共A10兲
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